
GRAPE VARIETIES
A blend of more than 30 different traditional Douro red grape varieties, from old vines and more recent 
single variety vineyards located in the Cima Corgo, mainly in the rio Torto and the Pinhão valleys.

VINIFICATION
Grapes are crushed by foot, before and during the whole fermentation. When the must is ready for 
the addition of the grape brandy, the fortification is made in one single moment, adding all the 
brandy to the must and skins in the lagar. Then some more treading ensures good homogenization 
of the whole wine and that the fermentation is stopped. The blend of must and brandy stays in the 
lagar for one to two more days, with very slight treading twice a day (10 minutes each time). It is 
then racked to the storage vat together with all the press wine (we use traditional basket presses). 
The wines aged in very ancient (more than 100 years old) wood Port casks for an average of 10 
years.

BOTTLING DATE
On demand

TASTING NOTES
10 Years Old Tawny Porto is a blend of old Portos with an average age of 10 years, aged in very 
old wooden casks. Van Zellers & Co. 10 Years Old Tawny Port is bottled on demand, making it 
possible for all to enjoy this beautiful Porto over many years, sharing with us their natural evolution 
throughout time. Complex dry fruits and wild berries notes, with hints of orange peel and creamy 
toffee. Serve slightly chilled.

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

Man has played an essential part in creating wines 
that have transported us to greater heights of pleasure 
and satisfaction. It is with our work, knowledge and 
dedication, that the greatest flavours and aromas 
have been created. Combined with our century old 
experience, our sensitivity and our capacity to hand 
make all the different blends that go into each one 
of these bottles of wine, we want to transform the 
experience of Port to a different level.

89
Robert Parker

Points
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10 YEARS OLD TAWNY PORT

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Alcohol: 20%
Baumé: 3,1
pH: 3,57
Volatile Acidity: 0,6 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 4,2 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 72 mgrs/dm3



GRAPE VARIETIES
A blend of more than 30 different traditional Douro red grape varieties, from old vines and more recent 
single variety vineyards located in the Cima Corgo, mainly in the rio Torto and the Pinhão valleys.

VINIFICATION
Grapes are crushed by foot, before and during the whole fermentation. When the must is ready for 
the addition of the grape brandy, the fortification is made in one single moment, adding all the 
brandy to the must and skins in the lagar. Then some more treading ensures good homogenization 
of the whole wine and that the fermentation is stopped. The blend of must and brandy stays in the 
lagar for one to two more days, with very slight treading twice a day (10 minutes each time). It is 
then racked to the storage vat together with all the press wine (we use traditional basket presses). 
The wines aged in very ancient (more than 100 years old) wood Port casks for an average of 20 
years.

BOTTLING DATE
On demand

TASTING NOTES
20 Years Old Tawny Porto is a blend of old Portos with an average age of 20 years, aged in very 
old wooden casks. Van Zellers & Co. 20 Years Old Tawny Port is bottled on demand, making it 
possible for all to enjoy this beautiful Porto over many years, sharing with us their natural evolution 
throughout time. Spicy and nutty with orange flower aromas, figgy ripeness and silky honey finish. 
Serve slightly chilled.

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão
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20 YEARS OLD TAWNY PORT

92
Robert Parker

Points

Man has played an essential part in creating wines 
that have transported us to greater heights of pleasure 
and satisfaction. It is with our work, knowledge and 
dedication, that the greatest flavours and aromas 
have been created. Combined with our century old 
experience, our sensitivity and our capacity to hand 
make all the different blends that go into each one 
of these bottles of wine, we want to transform the 
experience of Port to a different level.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Alcohol: 20%
Baumé: 3,8
pH: 3,34
Volatile Acidity: 0,56 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 4,6 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 46 mgrs/dm3



GRAPE VARIETIES
A blend of more than 30 different traditional Douro red grape varieties, from old vines and more recent 
single variety vineyards located in the Cima Corgo, mainly in the rio Torto and the Pinhão valleys.

VINIFICATION
Grapes are crushed by foot, before and during the whole fermentation. When the must is ready for 
the addition of the grape brandy, the fortification is made in one single moment, adding all the 
brandy to the must and skins in the lagar. Then some more treading ensures good homogenization 
of the whole wine and that the fermentation is stopped. The blend of must and brandy stays in the 
lagar for one to two more days, with very slight treading twice a day (10 minutes each time). It is 
then racked to the storage vat together with all the press wine (we use traditional basket presses). 
The wines aged in very ancient (more than 100 years old) wood Port casks for an average of over 
30 years.

BOTTLING DATE
On demand

TASTING NOTES
30 Years Very Old Tawny Porto is a blend of old Portos with an average age of 30 years, aged in very 
old wooden casks. Van Zellers & Co. 30 Years Very Old Tawny Port is bottled on demand, making it 
possible for all to enjoy this beautiful Porto over many years, sharing with us their natural evolution 
throughout time. Exotic layers of honeyed fruit, spices, dried apricots and nuts, lush, silky and 
seductive. Serve slightly chilled.

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão
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30 YEARS OLD TAWNY PORT

94
Robert Parker

Points

Man has played an essential part in creating wines 
that have transported us to greater heights of pleasure 
and satisfaction. It is with our work, knowledge and 
dedication, that the greatest flavours and aromas 
have been created. Combined with our century old 
experience, our sensitivity and our capacity to hand 
make all the different blends that go into each one 
of these bottles of wine, we want to transform the 
experience of Port to a different level.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Alcohol: 20%
Baumé: 3,6
pH: 3,52
Volatile Acidity: 0,65 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 4,7 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 52 mgrs/dm3



GRAPE VARIETIES
A blend of more than 30 different traditional Douro red grape varieties, from old vines and more recent 
single variety vineyards located in the Cima Corgo, mainly in the rio Torto and the Pinhão valleys.

VINIFICATION
Grapes are crushed by foot, before and during the whole fermentation. When the must is ready for 
the addition of the grape brandy, the fortification is made in one single moment, adding all the 
brandy to the must and skins in the lagar. Then some more treading ensures good homogenization 
of the whole wine and that the fermentation is stopped. The blend of must and brandy stays in the 
lagar for one to two more days, with very slight treading twice a day (10 minutes each time). It is 
then racked to the storage vat together with all the press wine (we use traditional basket presses). 
The wines age in very ancient (more than 100 years old) wood Port casks. 

BOTTLING DATE
On demand

TASTING NOTES
Over 40 Years Very Old Tawny Porto is a blend of old Portos with an average age of over 40 years, 
aged in very old wooden casks. Van Zellers & Co. Over 40 Years Very Old Tawny Port is bottled 
on demand, making it possible for all to enjoy this beautiful Porto over many years, sharing with 
us their natural evolution throughout time. Powerful fragrance, delicate fruit and raisins, toasted 
toffee and chocolate, touch of spice, rich, intense, voluptuous. Serve slightly chilled.

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

40 YEARS OLD TAWNY PORT

95
Robert Parker

Points
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Man has played an essential part in creating wines 
that have transported us to greater heights of pleasure 
and satisfaction. It is with our work, knowledge and 
dedication, that the greatest flavours and aromas 
have been created. Combined with our century old 
experience, our sensitivity and our capacity to hand 
make all the different blends that go into each one 
of these bottles of wine, we want to transform the 
experience of Port to a different level.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Alcohol: 20%
Baumé: 4,0
pH: 3,51
Volatile Acidity: 0,89 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 5,1 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 59 mgrs/dm3



CONDITIONS
The viticulture year of 2018/2019 was characterized by large oscillations in temperature and annual rainfall 
values, which were lower than normal, making 2019 a dry year. The climatic conditions led, at an early stage, 
to a slight advance in the vegetative cycle compared to the average of the last five years. This advance slowed 
down over the cycle. Despite the occurrence of high rainfall during the month of April, the climatic evolution 
subsequently recorded contributed to an excellent phytosanitary quality of the bunches at harvest.
Harvest started in general around the end of September and lasted slightly until later than in the previous year 
due to the good climate conditions of September and October.
The occurrence of occasional precipitation during the harvest had a positive impact on the evolution of the 
maturation because the good phytosanitary quality of the bunches made it possible to wait for the good 
maturation of the grape. The harvest provided high quality musts, generally with higher acidity, lower alcohol 
and a good level of phenolic compounds.
Picking for the white grapes happened from the 6h to the 16th of September and for the red grapes happened 
from the 16th of September to the 11th of October 2019. 

GRAPE VARIETIES
A blend of Viosinho, Rabigato, Codega, Gouveio,  and Arinto, with a note from a 70 year old field blend vineyard.

VINIFICATION
All grapes are de-storked before being slightly crushed by a pneumatic press and the resulting must is 
decanted for 24 hours at 10° Celsius in 2,500 litre stainless steel vats. The must is then racked into new 
225 litres French oak barrels, where it will be ferment for 25+ days at controlled temperatures between 
10° and 14° Celsius. The wine ages in the same barriques for another 9 months with battonage.

BOTTLING DATE
July 2020 (3.774 x 750ml + 30 x Magnums)

TASTING NOTES
Van Zellers & Co. 2019 VZ Douro White is issued from traditional and indigenous hand-picked 
white grapes grown in different sub-regions of the Douro. After slightly pressing the grapes, only 
the very first juice is fermented and aged in new and one year old French oak 225 and 500 litres 
barriques for a minimum of 9 months. All barriques are then individually tasted and finally blended 
and bottled on the date shown on the label.
Fresh, vibrant, floral, mineral, intense, fruity.

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

VZ DOURO WHITE 2019

not 
yet 

rated

www.vanzellersandco.com  www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/

Man has played an essential part in creating wines 
that have transported us to greater heights of pleasure 
and satisfaction. It is with our work, knowledge and 
dedication, that the greatest flavours and aromas 
have been created. Combined with our century old 
experience, our sensitivity and our capacity to hand 
make all the different blends that go into each one 
of these bottles of wine, we want to transform the 
experience of Port to a different level.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region:  Douro 
Soil:  Schist 
Alcohol:  13%
pH: 3,23
Volatile Acidity: 0,4 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 6,4 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 113 mgrs/dm3

Total Sugars: 0,6 grs/dm3



CONDITIONS
The viticulture year of 2017/2018 was characterized for being very different year from the evolution of the last 5. 
A dry and cold Winter, followed by an extremely rainy and cold Spring and a first half of summer also cold and 
rainy and a second half hot and very dry, made it a challenge for all of the producers in the Douro. 
A late blossoming of the vines and the high precipitation during all the Spring and early Summer allowed a very 
good vegetative cycle, allowing the vines to recover from the hydric stress suffered in 2017.
However and although the initial good promise for the production potential in 2018, the weather instability 
along the cycle, which included an abnormal persistent of mildium and oidium during June and July and some 
hydric stress and very sudden high temperatures in the later part of Summer, resulted in a significant reduction 
of the initial production potential.  
Harvest started at the middle of September, some 10 days delayed from the average of the last 10 years, amidst 
very good weather conditions, with dry and mild temperature conditions throughout the picking season.
At the sorting table, once again, there was very little fruit rejection. 
All these conditions resulted in musts of very good concentration, complexity, fresh, with medium to high sugar 
levels, high acidity and phenolic compounds.

GRAPE VARIETIES
A blend of several grape varieties (over 30) from different parcels in the Rio Torto and Rio Pinhão Valleys.

VINIFICATION
All our grapes were foot trodden in lagares for 1 to 3 days before fermentation, and then fermented in any 
of the various stainless steel vats for 7 to 10 days at temperatures ranging from 22° to 27° Celsius, with 
pigeages by hand. We then rack the resulting wines in one and two year old Allier French oak 225 and 
300-liter casks from various coopers where they go through malolactic fermentation. All wines are then 
carefully aged for 21 months in barriques keeping all different fermentations completely separated until 
the final blending takes place, just about one month before the bottling of the wines. 

BOTTLING DATE
July 2020 (5.192 x 750ml bootes + 200 x Magnums + 30 x Double-Magnums)

TASTING NOTES
Van Zellers & Co. VZ 2018 Douro Tinto is issued from traditional and indigenous hand-picked Red 
grapes grown in different sub-regions of the Douro. The grapes are foot crushed in old granite 
“lagares” for 24 hours and then ferment in 5.000 kgs stainless steel tanks between 8 and 12 days. 
After racking and pressing, the wine is then aged in new, one and two year old French oak 225 litres 
barriques until the bottling date stated on the label. Full, crispy, expressive, fruity, spicy. 

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

VZ DOURO RED 2018

www.vanzellersandco.com  www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/

Man has played an essential part in creating wines 
that have transported us to greater heights of pleasure 
and satisfaction. It is with our work, knowledge and 
dedication, that the greatest flavours and aromas 
have been created. Combined with our century old 
experience, our sensitivity and our capacity to hand 
make all the different blends that go into each one 
of these bottles of wine, we want to transform the 
experience of Port to a different level.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region:  Douro 
Soil:  Schist 
Alcohol:  14,5%
pH: 3,80

Volatile Acidity: 0,7 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 5,2 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 100 mgrs/dm3

Total Sugars: < 0,6 grs/dm3

not 
yet 

rated



GRAPE VARIETIES
A blend of more than 15 different traditional Douro White grape varieties, from old vines and more 
recent single variety vineyards located in the Cima Corgo, mainly in the Murça District.

VINIFICATION
Like when making all red Ports, for the most traditional White Ports, which is the case of Van 
Zellers & Co. White Port, the white grapes are crushed by foot, before the fermentation, together 
with 10% of the total grape brandy which is added to the final Port. This allows us to macerate 
the grapes at cooler temperatures and for a longer period before fermentation. When the must 
was ready for the addition of the remaining grape brandy, the fortification was made in one single 
moment, adding all the brandy to the must and skins in the lagar.  Some more treading ensured 
good homogenization of the whole wine and that the fermentation was stopped. The blend of must 
and brandy stayed in the lagar for two more days, with very slight treading twice a day (10 minutes 
each time). It was then racked to the storage vat together with all the press wine (we use traditional 
basket presses). The wines are aged in very ancient (more than 100 years old) wood Port casks and 
small stainless steel vats for a minimum of two years, when we make the final blend before bottling.

BOTTLING DATE
On demand

TASTING NOTES
Van Zellers & Co. White Port has a creamy and delicate sweet taste, issued from traditional and 
indigenous white grapes of the Douro region and is carefully aged in old wooden casks for a 
minimum of two years until blended and bottled at its premium. Ideal as an aperitif or as a long 
drink. Serve chilled. 

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

VAN ZELLERS & CO. WHITE PORT 

www.vanzellersandco.com  www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region:  Douro 
Soil:  Schist 
Alcohol:  20%
Baumé: 3,1
pH: 3,46
Volatile Acidity: 0,4 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 4,3 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 112 mgrs/dm3

Man has played an essential part in creating wines 
that have transported us to greater heights of pleasure 
and satisfaction. It is with our work, knowledge and 
dedication, that the greatest flavours and aromas 
have been created. Combined with our century old 
experience, our sensitivity and our capacity to hand 
make all the different blends that go into each one 
of these bottles of wine, we want to transform the 
experience of Port to a different level.

not 
yet 

rated



GRAPE VARIETIES
A blend of more than 30 different traditional DouroRed grape varieties, from old vines and more 
recent single variety vineyards located mainly in the Cima Corgo.

VINIFICATION
Like all our Red Ports, the grapes are crushed by foot, before the fermentation, together with 10% 
of the total grape brandy which is added to the final Port. This allows us to macerate the grapes 
at cooler temperatures and for a longer period before fermentation. When the must was ready 
for the addition of the remaining grape brandy, the fortification was made in one single moment, 
adding all the brandy to the must and skins in the lagar.  Some more treading ensured good 
homogenization of the whole wine and that the fermentation was stopped. The blend of must and 
brandy stayed in the lagar for two more days, with very slight treading twice a day (10 minutes each 
time). It was then racked to the storage vat together with all the press wine (we use traditional 
basket presses). The wines are aged in very ancient (more than 100 years old) wood Port casks and 
small stainless steel vats for a minimum of two years, when we make the final blend before bottling.

BOTTLING DATE
On demand

TASTING NOTES
Van Zellers & Co. Ruby Port is young and very fruity, issued from traditional and indigenous red 
grapes of the Douro region and is carefully aged in old wooden casks with a storage capacity 
between 6.000 and 10.000 litres for an average of two to three years. It is blended and bottled at 
its premium to reflect the youth and fruity freshness of the young Ports that compose the blend. 
Intense red and dark fruits dominate the aromas and palate of this intense Port.

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

VAN ZELLERS & CO. RUBY PORT 

www.vanzellersandco.com  www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Alcohol: 20%
Baumé: 3,1
pH: 3,56
Volatile Acidity: 0,3 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 4,6 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 114 mgrs/dm3

Man has played an essential part in creating wines 
that have transported us to greater heights of pleasure 
and satisfaction. It is with our work, knowledge and 
dedication, that the greatest flavours and aromas 
have been created. Combined with our century old 
experience, our sensitivity and our capacity to hand 
make all the different blends that go into each one 
of these bottles of wine, we want to transform the 
experience of Port to a different level.

not 
yet 

rated



CONDITIONS 
The viticulture year of 2014/2015 was characterized for being an atypical year in terms of climate, with a dry and cold winter 
and with a Spring and Summer abnormally hot and dry. In particular, the reduced precipitation throughout most of the 
vegetative cycle and high temperatures registered between June and July should be highlighted, by its impact on the vine 
and the grape maturation. This weather pattern caused an advance of the vegetative cycle of about 1 to 2 weeks, on average.  
In terms of the vines health, cryptogrammic disease (oidium and mildew) and insect plagues did not have any significant 
impact. In all and comparing with the previous decade’s data, we can consider that 2015 was the year in which all the 
production appeared in better health conditions. The maturation was very variable all along the region, taking into account 
the vineyard location and/or the water availability. In vineyards less exposed to stress or with increased water availability, 
there was an earlier maturation (about 1 to 2 weeks) and harvest started in late August/early September.  In lower altitude or 
more exposed to heat vineyards, maturation occurred more slowly, forcing growers to wait for better alcohol and phenolic 
levels. However, the occurrence of a very important rainfall between the 15th and the 16th of September, accompanied by 
lower temperatures, had a very positive impact both in production and in quality, allowing a maturation that has evolved 
gradually to perfection until the end of September/beginning of October. 

GRAPE VARIETIES
More than 25 different traditional Douro grape varieties, predominately Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional, Tinta 
Roriz and Tinta Barroca, but also Rufete, Tinta Amarela, Tinta Francisca, Sousão. 

VINIFICATION
The grapes were crushed by foot, before the fermentation, together with 10% of the total grape brandy which is 
added to the final Port. This allowed us to macerate the grapes at cooler temperatures and for a longer period before 
fermentation. When the must was ready for the addition of the remaining grape brandy, the fortification was made 
in one single moment, adding all the brandy to the must and skins in the lagar.  Some more treading ensured good 
homogenization of the whole wine and that the fermentation was stopped. The blend of must and brandy stayed in 
the lagar for two more days, with very slight treading twice a day (10 minutes each time). It was then racked to the 
storage vat together with all the press wine (we use traditional basket presses). The wines were aged in very ancient 
(more than 100 years old) wood Port casks and small stainless steel vats until the beginning of August of 2019.

BOTTLING DATE
August 2019, in 2.133 x 750ml bottles 

TASTING NOTES
Van Zellers & Co. LBV Ports are issued from traditional and indigenous hand-picked Red grapes grown in different 
sub-regions of the Douro. The grapes are foot crushed in old granite “lagares” and ferment in the same “lagares” 
between 2 to 5 days. When the must reaches the decided residual sugar level, the grape brandy is added to the must 
to stop the fermentation. After racking and pressing, the newly made Port is then aged, between 36 and 48 months, 
in old wooden vats, with a capacity between 600 and 10.000 litres. Bottled without any fining, nor filtration, Van 
Zellers & Co. 2015 LBV Port is a traditional unfiltered Late Bottled Vintage, very deep ruby in colour, floral nose, dark 
cherries, cassis, raspberries, cedar spice, velvety tannins. Elegant and smooth, Van Zellers & Co. LBV Port has a great 
balance and finesse and a very long and fruity finish. 

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

When we think of nature, we think of all the ways 
it dazzles our senses. Nature is alive, moving and 
reproductive. Nature changes and nature has its own 
ways. Our nature is to create wines that show the life 
and soul of a place and of a wine. Something ever 
evolving, that we do not control and don’t intend to. 
We intend to see it live in a bottle. These wines will 
not only show the unique characteristics of a place, 
but they will live in bottle, changing throughout time 
with a life of its own. The idea to bottle what nature 
has created is what makes winemaking so exciting. 

LATE BOTTLED VINTAGE PORT 2015

www.vanzellersandco.com

92
Robert Parker

Points
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Alcohol: 20%

 www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/

Baumé: 3,6
pH: 3,80
Volatile Acidity: 0,32 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 4,2 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 97 mgrs/dm3



CONDITIONS 
The viticulture year of 2015/2016 was the year of the conductor and the strike of his baton. The timing to pick had to be 
just right, to get the perfect balance in our White, Red and Port Wines. A deep knowledge of the vineyard, a careful study of 
the weather predictions and patience were the key factors to decide when to treat and harvest this year. The winter started 
off warm, but with a lot of precipitation. This was a great start, as we needed to replenish the soil with water, following 
the very dry 2015 viticulture year. There was around 80mm more rainfall than the average of the previous 30 years. The 
unexpected twist to this very welcome rain, was that it continued throughout April and May. This constant rainfall and cool 
temperatures demanded extra care and attention to all our vines. In the middle of the old plantings, each vine is very close 
together and with such rain, herbs grew more wildly than we had ever seen. The herb growth, much to our surprise, acted 
to prevent the spread of mildium, which meant most of our fruit was healthy. We did have a decrease in production, as 
each vine produced less bunches than average, however this increased the concentration of flavor and aroma in each grape. 
June and July were quite moderate. August saw unusually hot temperatures, which further slowed maturation. Thankfully, 
some much desired rain fell on the 24th and 26th of August. We started picking the white grapes on the 5th of September. 
Each picking day was carefully selected, observing the development of the sugar levels and particularly taking account of 
the acidity levels to maintain the balance in such an atypical year. For the patient harvester, the rainfall on the 12th and 13th 
brought the water needed to keep maturation of the berries going and we saw beautiful grapes coming in. The picking of 
the Red Douro DOC parcels started on the 12th September. A memorable Vintage Port Year!

GRAPE VARIETIES
More than 25 different traditional Douro grape varieties, predominately Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional, Tinta 
Roriz and Tinta Barroca, but also Rufete, Tinta Amarela, Tinta Francisca, Sousão.

VINIFICATION
The grapes were crushed by foot, before the fermentation, together with 10% of the total grape brandy which is 
added to the final Port. This allowed us to macerate the grapes at cooler temperatures and for a longer period before 
fermentation. When the must was ready for the addition of the remaining grape brandy, the fortification was made 
in one single moment, adding all the brandy to the must and skins in the lagar.  Some more treading ensured good 
homogenization of the whole wine and that the fermentation was stopped. The blend of must and brandy stayed in 
the lagar for two more days, with very slight treading twice a day (10 minutes each time). It was then racked to the 
storage vat together with all the press wine (we use traditional basket presses). The wines were aged in very ancient 
(more than 100 years old) wood Port casks and small stainless steel vats until the beginning of July of 2020.

BOTTLING DATE
July 2020, in 2.895 x 750ml bottles 

TASTING NOTES
Van Zellers & Co. LBV Ports are issued from traditional and indigenous hand-picked Red grapes grown in different sub-regions 
of the Douro. The grapes are foot crushed in old granite “lagares” and ferment in the same “lagares” between 2 to 5 days. When 
the must reaches the decided residual sugar level, the grape brandy is added to the must to stop the fermentation. After racking 
and pressing, the newly made Port is then aged, between 36 and 48 months, in old wooden vats, with a capacity between 600 
and 10.000 litres. Bottled without any fining, nor filtration, Van Zellers & Co. 2015 LBV Port is a traditional unfiltered Late 
Bottled Vintage, very deep ruby in colour, floral nose, dark cherries, cassis, raspberries, cedar spice, velvety tannins. Elegant and 
smooth, Van Zellers & Co. LBV Port has a great balance and finesse and a very long and fruity finish. 

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

When we think of nature, we think of all the ways 
it dazzles our senses. Nature is alive, moving and 
reproductive. Nature changes and nature has its own 
ways. Our nature is to create wines that show the life 
and soul of a place and of a wine. Something ever 
evolving, that we do not control and don’t intend to. 
We intend to see it live in a bottle. These wines will 
not only show the unique characteristics of a place, 
but they will live in bottle, changing throughout time 
with a life of its own. The idea to bottle what nature 
has created is what makes winemaking so exciting. 

LATE BOTTLED VINTAGE PORT 2016

www.vanzellersandco.com

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Alcohol: 20%

 www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/

Baumé: 3,6
pH: 3,75
Volatile Acidity: 0,3 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 4,0 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 98 mgrs/dm3

not 
yet 

rated



CONDITIONS
The viticulture year of 2016/2017 was characterized by an extremely dry and hot year. The vegetative cycle was 
significantly fast, anticipating the harvest to the earliest date ever in our winemaking memory. In 2017, there 
was not much precipitation. During the months of June, July and August there were very high temperatures, 
which led to a hydric thermal and luminous stress, which conditioned the production of the vine. Nonetheless, 
there was an increase in production compared to 2016, even if not to the degree initially anticipated in the early 
part of the vegetative cycle. At the sorting table, there was very little fruit rejection, since 2017 was a year of 
very good phytosanitary conditions. Concentration in the berries, heat and lack of water during the maturation 
period, accelerated the ripening of the berries, resulting in musts of great concentration, complexity and very 
high quality. Picking for the white grapes at Vale D. Maria started on the 21st August and on August 26th we 
picked the first red grapes. Another memorable Vintage Port Year.

GRAPE VARIETIES
More than 25 different varieties – including Rufete, Tinta Amarela, Donzelinho Tinto, Tinta 
Francisca, Sousão, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, and Touriga Nacional , among others. 

VINIFICATION
Crafted with traditional practices, when the grapes are brought to the winery they are carefully selected in a 
sorting table. All grapes and stems are carefully foot-crushed, with 15% of the total brandy, to homogenize the 
brandy with the must and allow for a slightly longer fermentation period. Foot treading occurs throughout the 
whole fermentation. Fortification occurs when the must is ready by adding the remaining brandy.

BOTTLING DATE
August 2019

TASTING NOTES
Van Zellers & Co. Vintage Ports are issued from traditional and indigenous hand-picked Red grapes grown 
in different sub-regions of the Douro. The grapes are foot crushed in old granite “lagares” and ferment in the 
same “lagares” between 2 to 5 days. When the must reaches the decided residual sugar level, the grape brandy 
is added to the must to stop the fermentation. After racking and pressing, the newly made Port is then aged, 
between 18 and 24 months, in old wooden vats, with a capacity between 600 and 10.000 litres. Bottled without 
any fining, nor filtration, Van Zellers & Co. 2017 Vintage Port has a very deep dark core. On the nose, fruits 
abound with elderberry, strawberry and raspberry and some floral notes. The wine is structured, chewy and 
flavorful. A Classic Vintage Port that will age beautifully in bottle for well over 50 years.

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

When we think of nature, we think of all the ways 
it dazzles our senses. Nature is alive, moving and 
reproductive. Nature changes and nature has its own 
ways. Our nature is to create wines that show the life 
and soul of a place and of a wine. Something ever 
evolving, that we do not control and don’t intend to. 
We intend to see it live in a bottle. These wines will 
not only show the unique characteristics of a place, 
but they will live in bottle, changing throughout time 
with a life of its own. The idea to bottle what nature 
has created is what makes winemaking so exciting. 

VINTAGE PORT 2017

www.vanzellersandco.com

93
Robert Parker

Points

 www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region:  Douro 
Soil:  Schist 
Alcohol:  20%
Baumé: 3,1

pH: 3,75
Volatile Acidity: 0,38 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 4,6 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 74 mgrs/dm3



CONDITIONS 
The viticulture year of 2017/2018 was characterized for being very different year from the evolution of the 
last 5. A dry and cold Winter, followed by an extremely rainy and cold Spring and a first half of summer also 
cold and rainy and a second half hot and very dry, made it a challenge for all of the producers in the Douro. 
A late blossoming of the vines and the high precipitation during all the Spring and early Summer allowed a 
very good vegetative cycle, allowing the vines to recover from the hydric stress suffered in 2017. However and 
although the initial good promise for the production potential in 2018, the weather instability along the cycle, 
which included an abnormal persistent of mildium and oidium during June and July and some hydric stress 
and very sudden high temperatures in the later part of Summer, resulted in a significant reduction of the initial 
production potential. Harvest started at the middle of September, some 10 days delayed from the average of 
the last 10 years, amidst very good weather conditions, with dry and mild temperature conditions throughout 
the picking season. At the sorting table, once again, there was very little fruit rejection. All these conditions 
resulted in musts of very good concentration, complexity, fresh, with medium to high sugar levels, high acidity 
and phenolic compounds. Picking for the white grapes happened from the 10th to the 18th of September and 
for the red grapes happened from the 17th of September to the 13th of October 2018. 

GRAPE VARIETIES
Field blend with many varieties such as Rabigato, Samarrinho, Donzelinho branco Viosinho, Codega, etc

VINIFICATION
All grapes are de-stemmed before being slightly crushed by a pneumatic press and the resulting must 
decanted for 24 hours at 10° Celsius in 2,500 litre stainless steel vats. The must is then racked into new 
225 litres French oak barrels, where it ferments for 25+ days at controlled temperatures between 10° 
and 14° Celsius. The wine will age in the same barriques for another 8 months, with battonage. CV- 
Curriculum Vitae is fermented and aged in a selection of the best barrels. 

BOTTLING DATE
July 2019

TASTING NOTES
During the life of any winemaker, there are wines and moments that mark out our lives, which deserve to 
remain on our curriculum. This wine is one of them. We called it CV – Curriculum Vitae. CV- Curriculum Vitae 
Douro White comes from white grapes grown on an over 80 years old vineyard in the Northeast part of the 
Douro region with an average altitude of 480 meters. After slightly pressing the grapes, only the very first juice 
is fermented and aged in new and one year old French oak 225 and 500 litres barriques for a minimum of 9 
months. All barriques are then individually tasted and finally blended and bottled on the date shown on the 
label. Intensely fresh, vibrant, buttery, mineral, herbal, complex, very long finish.

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

CV- CURRICULUM VITAE DOURO WHITE 2018

www.vanzellersandco.com

92-94
Robert Parker

Points

 www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region:  Douro 
Soil:  Schist 
Alcohol:  13%

When we think of nature, we think of all the ways 
it dazzles our senses. Nature is alive, moving and 
reproductive. Nature changes and nature has its own 
ways. Our nature is to create wines that show the life 
and soul of a place and of a wine. Something ever 
evolving, that we do not control and don’t intend to. 
We intend to see it live in a bottle. These wines will 
not only show the unique characteristics of a place, 
but they will live in bottle, changing throughout time 
with a life of its own. The idea to bottle what nature 
has created is what makes winemaking so exciting. 

pH: 3,31
Volatile Acidity: 0,4 grs/dm3

Total Acidity: 6,3 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 134 mgrs/dm3

Total Sugars: 0,6 grs/dm3



CONDITIONS
The viticulture year of 2016/2017 was characterized by an extremely dry and hot year. The vegetative 
cycle was significantly fast, anticipating the harvest to the earliest date ever in our winemaking 
memory. In 2017, there was not much precipitation. During the months of June, July and August 
there were very high temperatures, which led to a hydric thermal and luminous stress, which 
conditioned the production of the vine. Nonetheless, there was an increase in production compared 
to 2016, even if not to the degree initially anticipated in the early part of the vegetative cycle. At the 
sorting table, there was very little fruit rejection, since 2017 was a year of very good phytosanitary 
conditions. Concentration in the berries, heat and lack of water during the maturation period, 
accelerated the ripening of the berries, resulting in musts of great concentration, complexity and 
very high quality. Picking for the white grapes at Vale D. Maria started on the 21st August and on 
August 26th we picked the first red grapes. 

GRAPE VARIETIES
More than 25 different varieties – including Rufete, Tinta Amarela, Donzelinho Tinto, Tinta 
Francisca, Sousão, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, and Touriga Nacional , among others. 

VINIFICATION
Grapes are destalked, and foot trodden in lagares for 2 days, at a temperature between 16° and 18° 
Celsius before fermentation starts, and then fermented in the same lagares (100% of total with a 
capacity of 5.000 kgs, for about 8 days, at temperatures kept between 20° and 26° Celsius. Ageing 
in new (75%) and one-year-old (25%) French oak casks, for about 22 months. 

BOTTLING DATE
July 2019

TASTING NOTES
During the life of any winemaker, there are wines and moments that mark out our lives, which 
deserve to remain on our curriculum. This wine is one of them. We called it CV – Curriculum 
Vitae. CV- Curriculum Vitae Douro Red comes from red grapes grown on our own over 90 years 
old vineyards in the Rio Torto with a North, East and Northwest facing. All grapes are foot trodden 
in granite “lagares” throughout the 8 to 12 days of fermentation at temperatures ranging from 22º 
to 26º Celsius. After the fermentation the wine is racked into new French oak 225 litres barriques 
from various coopers where it goes through malolactic fermentation. Violet, dark red, purple, black 
currant, black cherries, plums, spicy, balanced, finesse, very long fruity finish. 

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

CV – CURRICULUM VITAE DOURO RED 2017

www.vanzellersandco.com

95+
Robert Parker

Points

 www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Alcohol: 15%
pH: 3,75
Volatile Acidity: 0,8 grs/dm3

When we think of nature, we think of all the ways 
it dazzles our senses. Nature is alive, moving and 
reproductive. Nature changes and nature has its own 
ways. Our nature is to create wines that show the life 
and soul of a place and of a wine. Something ever 
evolving, that we do not control and don’t intend to. 
We intend to see it live in a bottle. These wines will 
not only show the unique characteristics of a place, 
but they will live in bottle, changing throughout time 
with a life of its own. The idea to bottle what nature 
has created is what makes winemaking so exciting. 

Total Acidity: 5,7 grs/dm3

Total SO2: 96 mgrs/dm3

Total Sugars: 0,6 grs/dm3



GRAPE VARIETIES
Field blend over 30 different Douro red grape varieties, issued form old vineyards found around the 
region. Van Zellers & Co. 15 Gerações Douro Red reflects the different “terroirs” that composed the 
greatest Port and Douro wines for many centuries

BOTTLING DATE
2018

TASTING NOTES
All the grapes for all our Douro red wines are foot crushed in old granite “lagares” for 24 hours 
and then ferment in 5.000 kgs stainless steel tanks between 8 and 12 days. After racking and 
pressing, the wine is then aged in new, one and two year old French oak 225 litres barriques until 
the bottling date stated on the label. Van Zellers & Co. 15 Gerações Douro Red is a wine with great 
aromatic complexity of red fruits from the Douro. 2015 has great grip and power, with an explosion 
of different red fruits, like raspberries, blackberries and cherries, and a smooth persistence for a 
delightful finish. It promises to age beautifully in bottle for many years.

WINEMAKERS
Cristiano van Zeller and Joana Pinhão

When we think of nature, we think of all the ways 
it dazzles our senses. Nature is alive, moving and 
reproductive. Nature changes and nature has its own 
ways. Our nature is to create wines that show the life 
and soul of a place and of a wine. Something ever 
evolving, that we do not control and don’t intend to. 
We intend to see it live in a bottle. These wines will 
not only show the unique characteristics of a place, 
but they will live in bottle, changing throughout time 
with a life of its own. The idea to bottle what nature 
has created is what makes winemaking so exciting. 

VZ 15 GERAÇÕES DOC DOURO 2015

95
Robert Parker

Points

 www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/www.vanzellersandco.com

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region:  Douro 
Soil:  Schist 
Alcohol:  20%



CONDITIONS
The viticultural year 1976 was characterized by a very low production, caused by an extremely dry 
growing season and a very hot summer, with only some hints of rainfall in August. However and as 
it is usual in such years, it produced some very healthy and ripe grapes.

GRAPE VARIETIES
Issued 100% from well over three dozen of Douro red grape varieties, this Very Old Tawny Port ages 
in very old wood until bottling.

BOTTLING DATE
On demand

TASTING NOTES
Typical tawny colour, still with no hints of the ageing green rim, caramel and dried figs aromas, 
complex dried fruit and hints of orange peel. Full bodied and rich on the palate, long delicate sweet 
finish.

WINEMAKER
Cristiano van Zeller

Time, in Port, must be the most valued ally. It is 
time that will concentrate its flavours and touch of 
mystery. Time helps to mellow down the strength of 
tannins, the muscle and structure of the wine, the 
fresh fruit, flower and earthy aromas that a young 
Port holds.  It brings new nuances of colour with 
hints of gold, green and amber. The wine gains an 
extra freshness and a more luscious and vibrant feel. 
With unexpected tastes and aromas that spring with 
the passing of time, time is what adds that touch of 
surprise.  That’s why we value wines Crafted by Time. 

1976 SINGLE HARVEST VERY OLD TAWNY PORT

 www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/www.vanzellersandco.com

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Baumé: 4,9º
pH: 3,48
Volatile Acidity: 0,83 grs/litre

Total Acidity: 5,4 grs/litre
Total SO2: 52 mgrs/litre
Alcohol: 20,5%

not 
yet 

rated



CONDITIONS
The viticultural year 1950 was characterized mainly by a cold summer and a late harvest, though 
in perfect weather conditions. A vintage that produced some well balanced and delicate wines.

GRAPE VARIETIES
Issued 100% from well over three dozen of Douro red grape varieties, this Very Old Tawny Port ages 
in very old wood until bottling.

BOTTLING DATE
On demand

TASTING NOTES
A bright amber colour, already with some green notes on the rim. Walnuts, dried figs and hazelnuts. 
Honey and very intense orange flower notes, hints of dried tobacco. Delicate and very elegant, with 
an intense finish.

WINEMAKER
Cristiano van Zeller

Time, in Port, must be the most valued ally. It is 
time that will concentrate its flavours and touch of 
mystery. Time helps to mellow down the strength of 
tannins, the muscle and structure of the wine, the 
fresh fruit, flower and earthy aromas that a young 
Port holds.  It brings new nuances of colour with 
hints of gold, green and amber. The wine gains an 
extra freshness and a more luscious and vibrant feel. 
With unexpected tastes and aromas that spring with 
the passing of time, time is what adds that touch of 
surprise.  That’s why we value wines Crafted by Time. 

1950 SINGLE HARVEST VERY OLD TAWNY PORT

 www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/www.vanzellersandco.com

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Baumé: 5,1º
pH: 3,79
Volatile Acidity: 1,44 grs/litre

Total Acidity: 5,36 grs/litre
Total SO2: 67 mgrs/litre
Alcohol: 20%

not 
yet 

rated



CONDITIONS
The weather conditions in the viticultural year 1940: an exceptionally dry summer, resulted in a 
very small crop.

GRAPE VARIETIES
Issued 100% from well over two dozen of Douro white grape varieties, this Very Old White Port 
ages in very old wood until bottling.

BOTTLING DATE
On demand

TASTING NOTES
Full of citrus and honey flavours, taste of white dried plums and apricots, orange peel and walnuts, 
ends up in a prolonged and persistent finish.

WINEMAKER
Cristiano van Zelle

Time, in Port, must be the most valued ally. It is 
time that will concentrate its flavours and touch of 
mystery. Time helps to mellow down the strength of 
tannins, the muscle and structure of the wine, the 
fresh fruit, flower and earthy aromas that a young 
Port holds.  It brings new nuances of colour with 
hints of gold, green and amber. The wine gains an 
extra freshness and a more luscious and vibrant feel. 
With unexpected tastes and aromas that spring with 
the passing of time, time is what adds that touch of 
surprise.  That’s why we value wines Crafted by Time. 

1940 SINGLE HARVEST VERY OLD TAWNY PORT

 www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/www.vanzellersandco.com

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Baumé: 5,0º
pH: 3,80
Volatile Acidity:  1,52 grs/litre

Total Acidity: 5,14 grs/litre
Total SO2: 71 mgrs/litre
Alcohol: 20,5%

not 
yet 

rated



CONDITIONS
The weather conditions in the viticultural year 1935: another dry winter, cold and wet spring and a 
variable summer. In 1935 there were also some memorable wines in the Douro.

GRAPE VARIETIES
Issued 100% from well over three dozen of Douro red grape varieties, this Very Old Tawny Port ages 
in very old wood until bottling

BOTTLING DATE
On demand

TASTING NOTES
Dark orangey colour, with an olive green rim. Full of fragrancies on the nose, hazelnuts and other 
dried fruit, orange flower, toffee. Intense and rich, spicy, honey and full of fresh acidity.

WINEMAKER
Cristiano van Zeller

Time, in Port, must be the most valued ally. It is 
time that will concentrate its flavours and touch of 
mystery. Time helps to mellow down the strength of 
tannins, the muscle and structure of the wine, the 
fresh fruit, flower and earthy aromas that a young 
Port holds.  It brings new nuances of colour with 
hints of gold, green and amber. The wine gains an 
extra freshness and a more luscious and vibrant feel. 
With unexpected tastes and aromas that spring with 
the passing of time, time is what adds that touch of 
surprise.  That’s why we value wines Crafted by Time. 

1935 SINGLE HARVEST VERY OLD TAWNY PORT

 www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/www.vanzellersandco.com

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Baumé: 5,2º
pH: 4,97
Volatile Acidity: 2,00 grs/litre

Total Acidity: 5,61 grs/litre
Total SO2: 75 mgrs/litre
Alcohol: 20%

not 
yet 

rated



CONDITIONS
The viticultural year 1934 was a “year of excesses”, as described by James Suckling in his Vintage 
Port book. A late harvest after a very dry winter, mildly wet spring and heat wave in the early/mid-
summer. In spite of the weather conditions, 1934 made memorable wines in the Douro.

GRAPE VARIETIES
Issued 100% from well over three dozen of Douro red grape varieties, this Very Old Tawny Port ages 
in very old wood until bottling.

BOTTLING DATE
On demand

TASTING NOTES
Amber rim, mahogany and olive green colour. Toffee, black pepper, cedar and dried tobacco leaves. 
Curry and more mixed spices, waves of freshness, honey and a never ending silky finish.

WINEMAKER
Cristiano van Zeller

Time, in Port, must be the most valued ally. It is 
time that will concentrate its flavours and touch of 
mystery. Time helps to mellow down the strength of 
tannins, the muscle and structure of the wine, the 
fresh fruit, flower and earthy aromas that a young 
Port holds.  It brings new nuances of colour with 
hints of gold, green and amber. The wine gains an 
extra freshness and a more luscious and vibrant feel. 
With unexpected tastes and aromas that spring with 
the passing of time, time is what adds that touch of 
surprise.  That’s why we value wines Crafted by Time. 

1934 SINGLE HARVEST VERY OLD TAWNY PORT

 www.facebook.com/vanzellersandco/ | www.instagram.com/vanzellersandco/www.vanzellersandco.com

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Region: Douro 
Soil: Schist 
Baumé: 6,0º
pH: 3,98
Volatile Acidity: 2,19 grs/litre

Total Acidity: 6,14 grs/litre
Total SO2: 82 mgrs/litre
Alcohol: 20,5%

not 
yet 

rated


